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01584841214 PCO PCO1  DIDDLEBURY CRAVEN ARMS SY7  9DH KX100 0 Diddlebury PC
Object to removal. Poor mobile signal, popular 
with tourists/walkers.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds:  concerns over mobile phone 
coverage; high numbers of visitors; rural 
isolation.

01584841246 PCO1  BOULDON CRAVEN ARMS SY7  9DP KX100 0 Diddlebury PC
Object to removal. Poor mobile signal, popular 
with tourists/walkers. 

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds:  concerns over mobile phone 
coverage; high numbers of visitors; rural 
isolation. 

01584856310 PCO PCO1  VERNOLDS COMMON CRAVEN ARMS SY7  9LP K6 0 Stanton Lacy PC No comments made

SC interim view to Object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage. 

01584861240 PCO1  CULMINGTON LUDLOW SY8  2DB K6 0 Culmington PC

Object. Recently repaired and cleaned. Poor 
mobile phone signal in the area as well as having 
a couple of caravan sites. Local Support. Social 
Need. Visible from main highway.

Culmington Parish Council discussed this matter 
at their last meeting on the 8th September 2020 
and decided to object to the removal of the 
payphone  on the following grounds; 'Poor 
mobile phone signal in the area as well as having 
a couple of caravan sites. Local Support. Social 
Need. Visible from main highway.'

SC interim view to object to the removal 
and endorse local views for its retention 
due to social need; emergency usage;  
concerns over mobile phone coverage; 
recently repaired.

01584872464 EAST HAMLET SO PCO1 NEW ROAD  LUDLOW SY8  2NX KX100 4 Ludlow TC

Ludlow Town Council support the removal due 
to the dilapidated state, either poorly 
maintained, overgrown with vegetation, 
vandalised or out of order; and do not serve a 
purpose.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk. It is on New Road, a 
primary route; continues to attract call 
usage; and is located by a bus stop and 
close to the hospital and to St Peter’s 
Catholic Church and Parish Centre, which 
could likely be used by older people who 
may not have mobile phones. 

01584877283 PCO1 PARYS ROAD  LUDLOW SY8  1XB KX100 5 Ludlow TC

Ludlow Town Council support the removal due 
to the dilapidated state, either poorly 
maintained, overgrown with vegetation, 
vandalised or out of order; and do not serve a 
purpose.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on following grounds: 
ongoing usage; emergency use location out 
of daytime hours due to proximity to 
industrial units and lack of access to pubs 
shops etc. Request to investigate trim back 
as partly obscured by tree. Next nearest is 
Subway at Sheet Road for which Consent 
was given to removal. 

01588638388 PCO PCO1   BISHOPS CASTLE SY9  5HA KX100 0 Lydham PC PC not functioning

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on behalf of 
community in absence of PC, on the 
following grounds: rural isolation; concerns 
over mobile phone coverage. 

01588638437 MAINSTONE PCO1   BISHOPS CASTLE SY9  5HA K6 0 Mainstone PC No comments made

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage. 

01588672301 PCO  CLUN ROAD  CRAVEN ARMS SY7  9QW KX100 28 Craven Arms PC No previous consultation

1 public objection received. Object to 
removal due to being the only payphone 
remaining and not everyone has mobiles 
and could be needed in an emergency.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on following grounds: 
ongoing appreciable usage; endorsement of 
local views for its retention due to social 
need, emergency usage, and lack of 
alternatives.

01630638411 PCO PCO1 DUTTON CLOSE STOKE HEATH MARKET DRAYTON TF9  2JN KX100 1 Stoke-Upon-Tern PC Object - Social need and close to prison.
The Parish Council sustained their objection  for 
the reasons previously stated.

SC interim view to object to the removal 
and endorse local views for its retention 
due to social need; emergency usage; 
concerns over mobile phone coverage.

01630652249 DALELANDS EST PCO1 CLIFFORD ROAD  MARKET DRAYTON TF9  1LZ KX100 12 Market Drayton TC No comments made

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage.

01630652427 PCO PCO1 SHROPSHIRE STREET  MARKET DRAYTON TF9  3BZ KX100 Market Drayton 3 Market Drayton TC No previous consultation

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage.

01686670641 B4368 ANCHOR CLUN PCO1  ANCHOR CRAVEN ARMS SY7  8PR K6 1 Bettws Y Crwyn PC No previous consultation

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage.

01691622209 PCO1 SCOTLAND STREET  ELLESMERE SY12 0DE KX100 Ellesmere 20 Ellesmere Urban PC No previous consultation

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage.

01691622757 O/S ELLESMERE TOURIST INFO PCO1  MERESIDE ELLESMERE SY12 0PA KX100C Ellesmere 1 Ellesmere Urban PC

Object. Poor mobile phone signal. One has 
already been removed without consultation. 
Boathouse is not always open in an emergency. 

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds; concerns over mobile phone 
coverage, emergency usage, lack of 
alternatives.
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01691653075 PCO PCO1 SCHOOL LANE TREFONEN OSWESTRY SY10 9DY KX100 1 Oswestry Rural PC
Object. No payphones should be removed where 
mobile coverage is poor.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; ongoing call usage; 
concerns over mobile phone coverage.

01691662385 A495 PCO1  WHITTINGTON OSWESTRY SY11 4PF KX100 Whittington 1 Whittington PC No previous consultation
The Parish Council do not have any objections to 
this phone box being removed.

SC interim view to Consent to removal of 
telephony and kiosk, based upon views of 
the parish council.

01691682280 PCO PCO1   LLANYMYNECH SY22 6EW K6 0 Kinnerley PC

Neighbouring parish council views received from 
Kinnerley and from Llanymynech and Pant. 
Some confusion on its location

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation, concerns on behalf 
of lcoal community. 

01694722117 SOUDLEY STONES PCO1  SOUDLEY CHURCH STRETTON SY6  7DF K6 0 Eaton Under Heywood PC No comments made

SC interim view to Object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage. 

01694722573 PCO1 SANDFORD AVENUE  CHURCH STRETTON SY6  6BW KX100 Church Stretton 3 Church Stretton TC No previous consultation

Object to BT’s proposal to remove the 
payphone.  Whilst it is acknowledged that the 
average use of 3 per month is low, it is important 
to have such a facility in the town given that the 
mobile signal is patchy in terms of the locality 
and also Carding Mill Valley.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and endorse local 
views on the following grounds:  concerns 
over mobile phone coverage; numbers of 
visitors; continuing call usage.

01743246466 JCN CHERRY ORCHID PCO1 RACECOURSE AVENUE  SHREWSBURY SY2  5BU KX100 28 Shrewsbury TC No previous consultation

SC interim view to Object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on following grounds: 
continuing call usage; social need.

01743246760 JCT SUNDORNE AVE/SUNDORNE RD PCO1 SUNDORNE ROAD  SHREWSBURY SY1  4RH KX100 12 Shrewsbury TC

Object. Continues to have significant use and 
given that there are still pockets within the town 
with poor mobile phone signal it still provides a 
significant community benefit.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage; 
concerns over mobile phone coverage. 

01743246825 JCT ABBOTS GREEN/ABBOTS RD PCO1 ABBOTS ROAD  SHREWSBURY SY2  5PX KX100 0 Shrewsbury TC No objection

SC decision previously made in 2019, to 
endorse local views and Consent to removal 
of telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: Low call usage, no longer required

01743247636 SHOPPING PARADE PCO1 MYTTON OAK ROAD  SHREWSBURY SY3  8UA KX100 9 Shrewsbury TC

Object. Continues to have significant use and 
given that there are still pockets within the town 
with poor mobile phone signal it still provides a 
significant community benefit.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage; 
concerns over mobile phone coverage. 

01743247637 NR SCOTTS ST PCO1 ROCKE STREET  SHREWSBURY SY3  7PY K100 2 Shrewsbury TC No previous consultation

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage; 
lack of access to pubs and shops due to 
busy arterial road. 

01743247791 JCT MERE CLOSE/SPRINGFIELD PCO1 SPRINGFIELD WAY  SHREWSBURY SY2  6LN K6 0 Shrewsbury TC Object - high call usage

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; within high density 
area of social housing, with a lack of shops 
and pubs nearby; close to bus stop likely to 
be used by older people;  concerns over 
repair/condition. 

01743352438 PCO1 LONDON ROAD  SHREWSBURY SY2  6NN KX100 Shrewsbury 14 Shrewsbury TC

Object. Continues to have significant use and 
given that there are still pockets within the town 
with poor mobile phone signal it still provides a 
significant community benefit.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage; 
concerns over mobile phone coverage. 

01743447632 PCO PCO1 YORK ROAD  SHREWSBURY SY1  3RD KX100 67 Shrewsbury TC

Object. Continues to have significant use and 
given that there are still pockets within the town 
with poor mobile phone signal it still provides a 
significant community benefit.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; high call usage; 
concerns over mobile phone coverage. 

01743761378 PCO PCO1  BERRINGTON SHREWSBURY SY5  6HB KX100 0 Berrington PC Object. Poor mobile signal, social need.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; rural isolation; 
concerns over mobile phone coverage.

01743790231 PCO PCO1 THE BANK PONTESBURY HILL PONTESBURY SHREWSBURY SY5  0XX KX100 0 Pontesbury PC
Object. Wish to retain the service due to poor 
mobile phone signal in this area.

Object as per previous comments. Want to keep 
the kiosks for emergency and other use as the 
area has poor mobile coverage remain the same

SC interim view to to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and endorse local 
views for its retention on the following 
grounds: concerns over mobile phone 
coverage.



01743790353 PCO PCO1  PONTESFORD SHREWSBURY SY5  0UA KX100 0 Pontesbury PC

Object. Wish to retain the service due to 
increased usage and poor mobile phone signal in 
this area.

Object as per previous comments. Want to keep 
the kiosks for emergency and other use as the 
area has poor mobile coverage remain the same

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and endorse local 
views for its retention on the following 
grounds: concerns over mobile phone 
coverage.

01743791846 PCO PCO1  SNAILBEACH SHREWSBURY SY5  0NX KX100 Snailbeach 0 Worthern With Shelve PC
Object to removal. Mobile coverage is poor, high 
number of tourists.

The Parish Council  object to the removal. This is 
a rural location which has a high volume of 
visitors and the mobile signal in this area is not 
sufficient.  The telephone box has been used for 
emergency purposes in the past and we are sure 
it will be used again in the future.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and endorse local 
views for its retention on the following 
grounds: high numbers of visitors; concerns 
over mobile phone coverage; rural 
isolation; emergency usage. 

01743860228 PCO PCO1  LONGDEN SHREWSBURY SY5  8EX K6 0 Longden PC No comments made

Longden Parish Council would strongly object to 
the removal of the BT public telephone located 
at Longden.  The kiosk is located in a relatively 
isolated rural area with poor mobile coverage so 
has a value as an emergency service, particularly 
for tourists.  The Parish Council wishes the line to 
remain operational even if usage is relatively 
low. The kiosk is a traditional K6 design and 
stands in a prominent position in the village 
centre.  It is a heritage asset which the Council 
wishes to retain, even in the event the line 
cannot be retained.  Whilst every effort should 
be made to retain operational use, the Council 
would consider adoption of the kiosk should that 
prove impossible.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and endorse local 
views for its retention on the following 
grounds; rural isolation; poor mobile phone 
coverage; necessity to maintain as the 
remaining operational payphone as 
Consent for removal was given for the 
other Longden payphone at Annscroft.

01743874719 PCO PCO1 LANSDOWNE ROAD BAYSTON HILL SHREWSBURY SY3  0HT KX100 0 Bayston Hill PC

Objects due to serving a rural community with 
limited public transport provision, located 
adjacent to social housing and medical centre

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; emergency usage.

01743884317 PCO PCO1  WESTBURY SHREWSBURY SY5  9QX KX100 Westbury 3 Westbury PC

Object to removal of this BT box due to high use, 
poor mobile signal and required for emergency 
use

Westbury Parish Council request that the BT 
Box is retained.  We have very poor mobile 
signal in Westbury.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and endorse local 
views for its retention on the following 
grounds:concerns over mobile phone 
coverage; emergency use.

01746762219 PCO PCO1 LODGE LANE  BRIDGNORTH WV15 5EE K100 0 Bridgnorth TC No comments made

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; vulnerable housing 
nearby

01746764223 PCO PCO5 HIGH STREET  BRIDGNORTH WV16 4DX KX100 Bridgnorth 36 Bridgnorth TC No previous consultation

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: high call usage

01746780511 PCO PCO1 DADDLEBROOK ROAD ALVELEY BRIDGNORTH WV15 6NT KX100 2 Alveley and Romsley PC

Object to removal. Central location near to 
amenities. Further development anticipated. 
Variable phone coverage.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; emergency usage; 
ongoing call usage; concerns over mobile 
phone coverage.

01746861563 PCO PCO1 OPP FAIRVIEW  HAMPTON LOADE BRIDGNORTH WV16 6BN K6 0 Chelmarsh PC

Object. The box at Hampton Loade should be 
kept until such times that the mobile phone 
network has been upgraded for better coverage 
and the telephone should be repaired and the 
box cleaned/maintained by BT.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: concerns over mobile phone 
coverage; usage cannot be accurately 
determined due to operability concerns. 
Remedial repairs requested. Photographs 
available/sent in earlier in 2020. 

01902372492 PCO PCO1 HIGH STREET ALBRIGHTON WOLVERHAMPTON WV7  3JA KX100 Albrighton 10 Albrighton PC
Object. Elderly population who don't use 
mobiles, mobile signal very poor in any case.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need, particularll older 
people; ongoing call usage; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage.

01938561200 PCO1  CHIRBURY MONTGOMERY SY15 6BH KX100 0 Chirbury with Brompton PC Object. Poor mobile signal.

Object to removal due to the fact they serve 
a rural area with poor mobile signal and 
regular outages.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage. 

01938561235 PCO PCO1 WOTHERTON CHIRBURY MONTGOMERY SY15 6BT K6 0 Chirbury with Brompton PC Object. Poor mobile signal.

Object to removal due to the fact they serve a 
rural area with poor mobile signal and regular 
outages

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage. 

01938561636 PCO1 RORRINGTON CHIRBURY MONTGOMERY SY15 6BX K6 0 Chirbury with Brompton PC Object. Poor mobile signal.

Object to removal due to the fact they serve a 
rural area with poor mobile signal and regular 
outages

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage. 



01939232832 ADJ 70-76 NEW STREET PCO1 WHITCHURCH ROAD WEM SHREWSBURY SY4  5QR KX100 2 Wem TC
Strongly objects to removal. High level of calls. 
Important social need in this area.

Object to the removal of any public phone box in 
the town of Wem. The usage figures continue to 
 show that they both in regular use and provide a 
vital service to the local community. This is 
especially important during this period of 
financial uncertainty for the community when 
we are finding that residents are becoming more 
reliant on these phone boxes if they are unable 
to continue to afford a mobile phone.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and endorse local 
views for its retention on the following 
grounds: social need; ongoing call usage.

01939250269 PCO PCO1 DRAYTON ROAD SHAWBURY SHREWSBURY SY4  4NZ K6 1 Shawbury PC
No objection to phone and box removal. Note 
poor condition and need of repair.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: usage cannot be accurately 
determined due to operability concerns. 
Remedial repairs also previously requested. 

01939250320 PCO PCO1  STANTON UPON HINE HEATH SHREWSBURY SY4  4LR K6 0 Stanton Upon Hine Heath PC No comments made

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: rural isolation; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage. 

01939260200 PCO PCO1 THE WHEATLANDS BASCHURCH SHREWSBURY SY4  2DL KX100 1 Baschurch PC
Object. Wish to retain the Wheatlands phone 
box and for it to continue to be in service.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: social need; emergency usage.

01939290824 PCO PCO1 MYDDLE HILL MYDDLE SHREWSBURY SY4  3RW KX100 0 Myddle and Broughton PC
Object. Mobile phone access in the area is 
somewhat limited.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: mobile phone access is limited; 
payphone is close to the primary school and 
fulfils a social and community need.

01948662273 JCN WAYLANDS RD WHITCHURCH RAILWAY STATION STATION ROAD  WHITCHURCH SY13 1RL KX100 2 Whitchurch TC
Object. Isolated area, high number of tourists, 
distance to nearest payphone.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: ongoing call usage; high numbers 
of visitors; isolated area; distance to 
nearest payphone. 

01948880338 O/S CAR PARK PCO1  TILSTOCK WHITCHURCH SY13 3NS KX100 0 Whitchurch Rural PC No comments made

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: concerns over mobile phone 
coverage; rural isolation. 

01948890233 PCO PCO1  CALVERHALL WHITCHURCH SY13 4PE KX100 0 Ightfield PC No comments made

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds:  concerns over mobile phone 
coverage; rural isolation. 

01952460592 PCO PCO1 CHEAPSIDE  SHIFNAL TF11 8BN KX100 Shifnal 12 Shifnal TC Object - high call usage

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds:  ongoing call usage

01952510200 PCO PCO1 WENLOCK ROAD CRESSAGE SHREWSBURY SY5  6DE KX100 1
Cressage, Harley and Sheinton 
PC

Object. Willing to adopt rather than lose 
phonebox if SC are not to object.

Object. The parish council wishes to see the 
boxes retained (we would adopt them if need 
be) even if the payphones themselves are 
removed.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and  endorse local 
views on the following grounds: social 
need; call usage; emergency usage; rural 
isolation; concerns over mobile phone 
coverage.

01952510232 PCO PCO1  HARLEY SHREWSBURY SY5  6LP KX100 Harley 0
Cressage, Harley and Sheinton 
PC

Object. Willing to adopt rather than lose the 
boxes if SC are not to object.

Object. The parish council wishes to see the 
boxes retained (we would adopt them if need 
be) even if the payphones themselves are 
removed.

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk and  endorse local 
views on the following grounds: emergency 
usage; rural isolation; concerns over mobile 
phone coverage.

01952541311 PCO PCO1  EATON-ON-TERN MARKET DRAYTON TF9  2BX K6 0 Stoke-Upon-Tern PC

Object. Needs to be used in an emergency in 
conjunction with the defib within the settlement 
poor mobile signal.

The Parish Council sustained their objection  
for the reasons previously stated.

Member of public - I read with concern that 
BT are proposing the removal of the 
telephone box in Eaton-on-Tern. I would 
like to register my objection to this. As a 
village with no other community facilities 
other than a post box and defibrillator, and 
with a poor mobile signal throughout the 
village, I can imagine nothing worse than an 
emergency arising and not having the use 
of the telephone, particularly being sited 
opposite the defibrillator. The telephone 
box also provides a vital village centre 
landmark (in the absence of anything else) 
for visitors, in particular delivery drivers.                                                                                     
One further comment was received which 
commented that the reason for no call 
usage was because it was not working, and 
recently a new phone has been installed.                                                                                       

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: emergency usage; concerns over 
mobile phone coverage; local community 
views received in support of its retention.



01952727200 PCO PCO1 THE SQUARE  MUCH WENLOCK TF13 6LX KX100 Much Wenlock 19 Much Wenlock TC No previous consultation

SC interim view to object to removal of 
telephony and kiosk on the following 
grounds: high numbers of visitors, 
appreciable call usage.


